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Q: What do you want to achieve?  

A: General awareness. 

Q: Who do you want to reach? 

A: The general public. 

 

 

The fundamental questions any communicator needs to 

ask are: Whom do you want to speak to and why? 

 

Yet there are times that nongovernmental organizations’ 

(NGO’s) certainty about their mission leads to ineffective 

messaging. It is common to hear people in the sector 

express the desire to raise the general public’s awareness. 

While superficially a laudable goal, just a bit of digging 

reveals that such an unfocused effort may backfire. As we 

say in English “you can’t be all things to all people.” 

 

So this past spring, when I was teaching at the American University in Bulgaria, I collaborated 

with my gracious NGO House hosts on Strategic Communication: Moving from From 

Awareness to Action. This short workshop provided a forum for nonprofit professionals to 

reflect on their efforts and clarify goals and audiences. 

 

We began the event with attendees pairing with someone they didn’t know to discuss the 

fundamental “Whom do you want to speak to and why? The notion of “The Generals” surfaced, 

giving us a solid starting point. I then asked the group to consider casting aside general public 

and general awareness. By asking pointed questions, we as a group explored the deficits of such 

an approach.  

 

 

 

Considering The Generals 

General Awareness In candidly reflecting on the idea it becomes obvious that “general 

awareness” has no real definition. How much knowledge, for example, does a person need to 

have to be considered “aware?” Even with a concrete measure like a recall test, knowing about 

an issue is only one step toward social change. More is needed. I can mine my own life for an 

example: I have a general awareness about nutrition. I’ve never studied the subject but can 

generally tell the difference between healthy and unhealthy foods. Yet this awareness is 

insufficient in preventing me from indulging on sugary and fatty foods. Put simply, awareness 

 



may not mean anything. Even the all-important attitude change is hard to define and measure. 

Put simply, social change comes from behavior change. Consequently, communications need a 

clear call to action, what is known in popular lexicon as a SMART (specific, measurable, 

actionable, realistic, time-bound) goal.   

 

General Public. Even if you have a SMART call to action not everyone responds to it in the 

same way. How do you find your audience? Where should you focus your attention? For this we 

used the Message Strategy Matrix, created by Jesse Scinto and explained in his Stanford Social 

Innovation Review article, “Is Anybody Listening?” (link: 

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/is_anybody_listening#) 

 

Briefly, he divides the “general 

public” into four groups, using 

two dimensions. On the 

horizontal axis he asks 

communicators to identify 

those who are positively or 

negatively pre-disposed to 

your message. He narrows that 

group down to those who are 

likely to give your message a 

little (low involvement) or a 

lot (high involvement) of 

consideration.   

 

Scinto advises people to focus on the right-hand side, the favorably predisposed audiences, choosing tactics that fit 
their involvement level. 

 

What now? 

With this new model in mind, workshop participants were encouraged to approach their 

communications anew. With the help of a partner, they reflected on these questions:  

What is the message, idea, good/service, to be communicated? 

 Who do you want to reach?  

 What is your intended result?  

 

In answering the questions that afternoon, it’s likely that folks stumbled along with their best 

guess to these questions. But the workshop was meant to promote reflection and provide a clear, 

doable action going forward rather than a certain answer to all communication problems.   

 
 



 

How will you know if your action is SMART?  How will you know the interests and 

characteristics of your audience? Yes, marketing research would be helpful—although even 

meticulously planned campaigns plans go awry, and few have the time and funds for that.  

 

I’m a believer in progress, not perfection. Taking one step in the right direction for each 

communications effort is better than staying in the same place. 

 

One method to reach the first goal is to poll a convenience sample (link: 

http://psc.dss.ucdavis.edu/sommerb/sommerdemo/sampling/types.htm) of those who have no 

connection or limited knowledge of your issue like friends and relatives to determine if you 

message is SMART. While this is a rudimentary technique, it can provide helpful data to clarify 

your communication. As we say in the US, the proof is the pudding. Does putting out the 

message actually get your goal accomplished? How will you find the real life population that 

makes up the high-involvement, positively pre-disposed quadrant of the Message Strategy 

Matrix? Here you can cull information from your ardent volunteers and find out more about what 

media they consume and who compels them to take action.  

 

Even with a great deal of attention to the subject, some participants of Strategic 

Communication: Moving from From Awareness to Action could not break away from “The 

Generals.” Does that mean they’re wrong? Well, yes and no. In the short term if you’re looking 

for results you’ll want to steer clear of The Generals.  

 

“When it comes to social change, it can take years or even decades to get society to move in the 

direction you want. Consider women’s suffrage or the abolition movement in the US,” says 

Scinto. “But if you’re persistent, you can crack the code. It just requires a deep understanding of 

your audience and a wise choice of tools. As Martin Luther King said ‘The arc of the moral 

universe is long, but it bends toward justice.’” 
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